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Easy KEasy Keyboard Library Weyboard Library Workshoporkshop

No. 8: Annie’s Song
Music  score  contained  in  EKL  ‘Number  1  Hits  -  Vol.1’  

This  arrangement  draws  on  my  two
favourite  recordings  of  this  lovely  song    -
originally  in  1974  by  its  composer,  JJohn
Denver,  and  then  some  four  years  later  as
an  instrumental  version  by  ‘The  Man  with
the  Golden  Flute’’  -  JJames  Galway.

I  recorded  the  version  that  I’’m  sharing
with  you  today  using  a  Tyros4  for  the  CD
‘Songs  from  the  Easy  Keyboard  Library  -
Volume  1’’  .  

1.    Preparation

Numbering  the  music  score...

The arrangement in the Easy Keyboard Library ‘Number 1
Hits’ book begins with an eight bar introduction and I used
this as the introduction to my arrangement too.  I didn’t switch
on the style, however, until the start of the third bar of the
written introduction - so that’s where I began to number the
score.  If you do the same you should find that the last bar is
numbered bar 39.

2.    The Registrations

Note: Owners of Tyros4 and Tyros5 can purchase a SongKey
with the exact registrations I use for the arrangements featured
in this series - including the rhythm and chord sequences as
they’re heard on the ‘Songs from the Easy Keyboard Library’ CDs. 

The SongKey data is available, either as a download from the
Yamaha Club on-line shop or by post on a ‘SongKey’ USB stick.

I extended the basic arrangement by playing the piece
through twice - once as a ‘straight’ 3/4 guitar piece (using the
perfect ‘Guitar Serenade’ style) and then again with a flute
taking the lead accompanied by the ‘Country Waltz’ style
which gives the piece a more swingy 3/4 feel. 

Registration  1 Concert  Guitar
Tyros4: OTS3 (Guitar Serenade) 

Right 1................. Concert Guitar (volume 100)  
Right 2/3.............. Off
Left.......................Off
Multi pad..............Cym & Chimes (volume 60)

Style.....................Guitar Serenade - MAIN A - Tempo 130bpm  
Set the volume of the style to suit your 
personal taste - but, because both the 
melody and accompaniment feature the 
guitar sound, I reduced the style’s volume to 
75 to allow the melody to sing out.

Foot-switch.......... Off 

Registration  2 Concert  Guitar
Tyros4: OTS3 (Guitar Serenade)

Right 1................. Concert Guitar (volume 100)1  
Right 2/3.............. Off
Left.......................Off
Multi pad..............Cym & Chimes (volume 60)

Style.....................Guitar Serenade - change to MAIN C

Foot-switch.......... Assign to ENDING 1

Registration  3 Orchestral  Flute
Tyros4: OTS1 (Guitar Serenade) 

Right 1................. Orchestral Flute (volume 100)  
Right 2/3.............. Off
Left.......................Off
Multi pad..............Cym & Chimes (volume 100)

Style.....................Country Waltz - MAIN B - Tempo 131
I increased the volume of the style to 80 and
increased the tempo, just very slightly, to 131.

Foot-switch.......... Assign to FILL TO SELF

Registration  4 Orchestral  Flute
Tyros4: OTS1 (Guitar Serenade) 

Right 1................. Orchestral Flute (volume 100)  
Right 2/3.............. Off
Left.......................Off
Multi pad..............Cym & Chimes (volume 100)

Style.....................Country Waltz - Change to MAIN D
I switched the FILL D lamp on before 
saving the registration in memory button 6 
so that the fill-in will be activated as I select 
the registration button.

Foot-switch.......... Assign to BREAK

Registration  5 Orchestral  Flute
Tyros4: OTS1 (Guitar Serenade) 

Right 1................. Orchestral Flute (volume 100)  
Right 2/3.............. Off
Left.......................Off
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Multi pad..............Cym & Chimes (volume 100)

Style.....................Change to Guitar Serenade - MAIN A - 
Tempo 120
I slowed the tempo right down here for the 
end of the arrangement to bring the piece to
a close.

Foot-switch.......... Assign to BREAK

Registration  6 Orchestral  Flute
Tyros4: OTS1 (Guitar Serenade) 

Right 1................. Orchestral Flute (volume 100)  
Right 2/3.............. Off
Left.......................Off
Multi pad..............Cym & Chimes (volume 100)

Style.....................Guitar Serenade - ENDING 2 - Tempo 110
I switched the ENDING 2 lamp on before 
saving the registration in memory button 6 
so that it will be activated automatically as I 
select the last registration.

Note: Some of the One Touch Settings (OTS) on the Tyros5
mirror those of the Tyros4.  They won’t all be the same however,
so it’s really a case of trying each one to see which match.

3.    Performance Notes

Registration  1  -  Introduction

I press Registration button 1, then select SYNC START and
play the right hand part only of the first two bars of the written
arrangement (ignoring the C chord)...

Registration  1  -  Bar  1

As I strike the F major chord at the start of the third bar (the
one I numbered bar 1 on the music sheet) the style should
start to play - providing a soft guitar accompaniment until I
reach bar 9.  Just before bar 9 I press either Multi Pad 3 or 4
(you can press both together if you like) to trigger a wind
chime effect.    

* The reason I’ve numbered the score this way is because the
first bar of the chord sequence (for those who use it) will begin
at the start of the third bar.  Apologies if you find this confusing. 

Registration  2  -  Bar  9  

At the bar I numbered bar 9 I press Registration button 2.  This
changes the main part of the style to the somewhat heavier
MAIN C section - adding some bass to the style. The
registration won’t change again until I reach the end of the
piece (at bar 39) for the first time.

Once bar 38 has started to play I press the footswitch to
trigger the ENDING 1 (which will take effect at the beginning of
the following bar). 

* Tyros owners will make the guitar sound more interesting if
they add vibrato to the longer melody notes by pressing down
harder on the keyboard after the key has been struck.  This is
called ‘after-touch’ and is just one of the “more sophisticated”
features of a Tyros keyboard. 

Registration  3  -  Bridge  -  no  rhythm/accompaniment  

If you’re really quick you can press the Multi Pad button(s)

again for a Wind Chime effect as the ending pattern reaches
its final chord.  Don’t worry if you can’t fit all this in though
because the important thing is to press the Registration button 3
button as soon as the ending pattern finishes.  This calls up
the new Country Waltz style and sets the James Galway type
Orchestral Flute as the melody voice.

* If you press Registration button 3 too soon the Country
Waltz will start to play before we’re ready. When I recorded
this I actually made an extra registration to cover the gap - but
I don’t expect everyone to do this.

Registration  3  -  Bar  7  -  no  rhythm/accompaniment

As the ending pattern finishes at bar 39 I return to bar 7 and,
with the new Orchestral Flute voice now taking the solo, I play
the four lead-in notes written in bars 7 and 8.  If you have time
whilst your left hand isn’t playing, press the SYNC START
button so that the accompaniment will start up again as you
strike the F chord at bar 9.

* In the written score bar 9 doesn’t actually show an F chord.
This is because the F chord would normally have been played
at bar 6 - and it wouldn’t have changed.

Registration  3  -  Bar  9  (Sequence  No.2)

At bar 9 I strike the F chord.  If you didn’t set SYNC START
you’ll need to start the accompaniment again manually. 

Then I play through until I reach bar 24...

Registration  4  -  Bar  24  

At bar 24 I select Registration button 4.  This triggers the fill-in
pattern I stored with the registration. The fill automatically
takes the accompaniment into its MAIN D section at the start
of bar 25. 

I continue through the piece until, at bar 34, I press the
registration button 4 again to re-trigger the fill-in. 

* I find it’s easier to call up the fill-in this way - rather than by
pressing the MAIN D button with my left hand - because at this
part of the music the fingers of my right hand are positioned
opposite the registration button.  

Right at the start of bar 35 I press the footswitch to trigger the
BREAK which momentarily stops the accompaniment.

Registration  5  -  Bar  35  /  beat  3  

If you’re really quick you’ll be able to press the Registration
button 5 during the very short gap as the BREAK takes effect.
This calls up the Guitar Serenade style we began with whilst,
at the same time, slowing down the tempo of the style from
131 beats per minute to just 120.  

Registration  6  -  Bar  37  

Then at bar 37, as I reach the final note in the arrangement, I
press Registration button 6.  This introduces the ENDING 2
pattern I earlier stored as part of the registration.  The tempo
slows still further to 110 beats per minute and the piece draws
to a close.

Continued on page 22
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Glyn’s Chord SequenceGlyn’s Chord Sequence
This  is  my  chord  chart  for  ‘Annie’’s  Song’’.    I’’d  recommend  that
you  sequence  the  chords  into  the  Song  Creator  program
using  the  step-wwrite  facility  as  explained  on  the  Yamaha  Club
tutorial  DVD  ‘Basic  Sequencing  -  Recording  with  Song
Creator’’  as  it  gives  the  most  ‘polished’’  result  -  but  you  can
record  them  ‘live’’  if  you  prefer.  

FF

1: MAIN A - Intro

FF

CC CC

FF GG AAmm FF

CC CCMM77/B AAmm CC/G

FF CC/E DDmm FF

GG GGsus4 GG GG77

5: 

CC

6: MAIN A 7: MAIN A 8: MAIN A

9: MAIN C 10: MAIN C 11: MAIN C 12: MAIN C

13: MAIN C 14: MAIN C 15: MAIN C 16: MAIN C

17: MAIN C 18: MAIN C 19: MAIN C 20: MAIN C

21: MAIN C 22: MAIN C 23: MAIN C 24: MAIN C

FF GG AAmm FF

CC CCMM77/B AAmm CC/G

25: MAIN C 26: MAIN C 27: MAIN C 28: MAIN C

29: MAIN C 30: MAIN C 31: MAIN C 32: MAIN C

FF EEmm

33: MAIN C 34: MAIN C

GG AAmm FF

CC  CCMM77/B AAmm CC/G

FF EEmm  DDmm FF

GG GGsus4 GG GG77

FF GG AAmm FF

CC CCMM77/B AAmm CC/G

1: MAIN B

FF

2: MAIN B 3: MAIN B 4: MAIN B

5: MAIN B 6: MAIN B 7: MAIN B 8: MAIN B

9: MAIN B 10: MAIN B 11: MAIN B 12: MAIN B

13: MAIN B 14: MAIN B 15: FILL IN B 16: FILL IN C

21: MAIN D 22: MAIN D 23: MAIN D 24: MAIN D

FF EEmm DDmm GG77

CC FF CC CC

Sequence 1 (Guitar Serenade) - 1st time through

Sequence 2 (Country Waltz) - 2nd time through

17: MAIN D 18: MAIN D 19: MAIN D 20: MAIN D

25: MAIN D 26: FILL IN D 27: BREAK 28: MAIN B

29: MAIN C 30: FILL IN D 31: ENDING 1 32: ENDING 1

And finally...

Annie’s Song is a simple tune - but this arrangement will
require some skillful registration and footswitch changes to
make it flow smoothly.  If you manage to pull it off -
congratulations, it’s not easy!  

If you’ve found this workshop a little too difficult why not try my
Easy Arranger Workshop on page 11.          

Meanwhile, if you’d like to see how I put some of these
arrangements together on DVD, our tutorial ‘Masterclass!’
features many of the ideas (and tunes) I’ve used in this series.

2: MAIN A - Intro

EEmm

3: MAIN A - Intro

DDmm77

4: MAIN A - Intro

GG77

DDmm GG77

35: MAIN C 36: MAIN C

CC FF

37: MAIN C 38: FILL IN C

CC CC

39: ENDING 1 40: ENDING 1

I’ve constructed two sequences for Annie’s Song.  Sequence 1
uses the Guitar Serenade which provides the accompaniment
for the first time through the piece.  Sequence 2 takes over for
the repeat of the tune and this time the style is the swingy
Country Waltz.  

Save each sequence as a separate SONG file and link
Sequence 1 with Registration 1 and Sequence 2 with
Registration 3.  This will ensure that the correct sequence is
called up as you press the appropriate Registration button.

How  to  link  a  SONG  sequence  to  a  registration

1 Call up the Registration you want to link to the SONG sequence
by pressing the appropriate Registration Memory button.

2 Next, press the button adjacent to the SONG area in the 
MAIN display and call up Sequence 1. (See page 6 - 
section 3 if you’re not sure.)  

3 Now press the MEMORY button adjacent to the Registration
Memory buttons on the panel. This page will be displayed. 

4 Make sure that SONG is marked ON in the Group Select 
area before pressing the Registration button to link the song
/ sequence file to the registration.

I’ve included an ending pattern as part of sequence 2 but, if
you’d prefer to use the ending I described in the performance
notes, stop the sequence at the BREAK (bar 27) and play the
chords manually to the end of the piece as outlined in the notes.


